
WHAT A BARTLEBY WORLD

"Bartleby, the Scrivener: A Story of Wall Street" is a short story by the American writer Herman . Bartleby's isolation from
the world allows him to be completely free. He has the ability to do whatever he pleases. The reference to Priestley and .

Unfortunately, Melville's ambiguities have lead to some unusual interpretations concerning the ethics of the
unnamed lawyer who narrates the story. Bartleby's passivity has no place in a legal and economic system that
increasingly sides with the "reasonable" and economically active individual. As the narrator hints, this prior
occupation was the likely source of Bartleby's disposition. Why am I not learning from my mistake and why is
my natural inclination to punish myself and berate myself. We see this behavior most often when it comes to
the back-and-forth with Bartleby. His is a more powerful defiance; he is a figure who negates all the
conventional, social, political and theological norms. If left unchecked, as here unchecked by the narrator, it
threatens the entire business structure. Like a parable without an obvious moral, it is defiance raised to the
metaphysical. At one point Bartleby occupies the whole office and the narrator is locked out. He worked best
during the afternoon and evening hours. The narrator faces this unpleasant reality when his crafted appearance
is betrayed by Bartleby's arrival. Such is the incurable isolation of individuals whose personal histories are lost
in and to the System. Looking back on my own behavior I find that self-interest has been a powerful motivator
in any "charitable" works or deeds I have done. But like we also mentioned in class, none of the attorneys in
the Something Split chapter are strong enough like Robinson to be resolute and control their careers entirely. It
becomes another wall between him and external reality. A lawyer brings justice to her clients by thinking
about the work she's doing and the career she is embarking on, not by pawning a license in a "safe" workplace.
The story closes with the narrator's resigned and pained sigh, "Ah Bartleby! I can get along with him. He
insists that a part of him cannot be imprisoned and this resistance has no cost because it is not part of the civil
or political domain. It wasn't pleasant to realize I was no longer the empathetic person I once considered
myself to be, especially when I still have half a semester of law school, and a set of exams to get through. The
main character Marlow, in his beliefs, shows a positive side to imperialism. I find this reminiscent of our class
discussions on justice and working on the right side of law come two in the morning. The lawyer has two
scriveners which are professional or public copyist or writers named Nippers, and Turkey. Like Skylar and
Courtney have pointed out, I think Bartleby is that part of us that would be easier to be rid of, but need very
much, in order to be whole. A story arc from sixth season of the American anime-style web series RWBY
revolving around a species of monsters called "The Apathy" is partially adapted from the story. And if so,
while it may be too late for the narrator to do justice for Bartleby, is it too late for him to change altogether?
But I also think that part of us is where our humanity, and the ability to be happy and find meaning, lies.
Bartleby's apathy, his 'preference' not to comply with any of the narrator's requests, strikingly illuminated for
me the pseudo-urgency of Wall Street and left me with a distaste for the meaninglessness of it all. This reading
offers an image of neurotic vulnerability. Initially, the new hire, Bartleby, was extremely driven and very
efficient. Many people go along with life, while a part of them is thinking "Does my life have any meaning as
I am leading it? But Skylar, it does not follow: 1 that you were taught empathy, in the sense that you were
taught how to ride a bike; 2 that you have lost more than a "perception" that you possess empathetic cognition;
or indeed 3 that any cognitive change has taken place. What on earth or above could be motivating his willful,
but undeniably passive resistance? BBC radio adaptation in  There was no pause for digestion. In Laingian
terms, Bartleby and the lawyer are divided selves.


